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Reducing residual stresses and deformations in selective laser
melting through multilevel multiscale optimization of cellular
scanning strategy
Sankhya Mohanty, Jesper Henri Hattel

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Produktionstorvet,
Kongens Lyngby, Denmark 2800
ABSTRACT
Residual stresses and deformations continue to remain one of the primary challenges towards expanding the
scope of selective laser melting as an industrial scale manufacturing process. While process monitoring and
feedback-based process control of the process has shown significant potential, there is still dearth of techniques
to tackle the issue. Numerical modelling of selective laser melting process has thus been an active area of
research in the last few years. However, large computational resource requirements have slowed the usage of
these models for optimizing the process.
In this paper, a calibrated, fast, multiscale thermal model coupled with a 3D finite element mechanical model is
used to simulate residual stress formation and deformations during selective laser melting. The resulting
reduction in thermal model computation time allows evolutionary algorithm-based optimization of the process.
A multilevel optimization strategy is adopted using a customized genetic algorithm developed for optimizing
cellular scanning strategy for selective laser melting, with an objective of reducing residual stresses and
deformations. The resulting thermo-mechanically optimized cellular scanning strategies are compared with
standard scanning strategies and have been used to manufacture standard samples.
Keywords: selective laser melting, optimized scan strategies, multiscale hybrid pseudoanalytical-3DADI
modelling, thermo-mechanical analysis, multilevel optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of scan strategy in producing parts with SLM has been established across several studies [1] [2]
[3] [4]. Thus several newer scan strategies have been proposed over the years, both for single layer as well as
multiple layers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. Research in process optimization of selective laser, however, has
primarily been an experimental undertaking [1] [5] [11]. The usage of focused, high-power lasers as heat
sources and the associated multi-physics in SLM provides a challenge for modelling large spatial and/or
temporal domains. The resulting large computational requirements and calculation times have remained a bottleneck for most numerical modelling based optimization research [12] and consequently there is a scarcity of
process optimization studies across literature.
However, recently developed faster solution techniques for the thermal model [13] as well as established model
reduction techniques for the thermo-mechanical models [14] of selective laser melting provide fresh scope for
undertaking numerical modelling based optimization studies. In this paper, several such smart techniques have
been adapted to enable process optimization of the cellular scanning strategy for selective laser melting with an
aim of reducing in-situ transient stresses as well as residual stresses and deformations.
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2. HYB
BRID MOD
DELLING
G OF THER
RMO-MEC
CHANICS IIN SLM
2.1. Therrmal Model
While seeveral approacches are founnd in literaturre dealing wiith the thermal aspect of tthe process, there
t
is a
tendencyy for these prooposed modells to be compputationally expensive [12]]. The high cooling rates associated
a
with seleective laser meelting processs promotes a conduction-do
c
ominated heat transfer in m
most of the maaterial/part
while thee high temperaatures facilitate radiative heeat transfer. Albeit
A
the smaall size and tem
mporal existen
nce of the
melt pool, necessity off developing a thermal-fluidd model capab
ble of capturinng convectivee mass and heaat transfer
exists esspecially if phenomena
p
suuch as ballingg effect weree to be simuulated [15] [16] [17], and
d become
particularrly important for high Rayyleigh numberr and high Pééclet number materials
m
suchh as steel. Ho
owever, in
the current study selecctive laser mellting with Ti66Al4V alloy haas been investtigated in a prrocess window
w wherein
convectivve heat transsfer effects can be successsfully modelled via effecttive conductiive propertiess, thereby
allowing reduction of the
t multi-physics involved..
For the study
s
documented in this paper,
p
the therrmal problem is simulated using a hybriid between th
he pseudoanalyticaal model and a 3D finite voolume alternatiing direction implicit modeel. The pseudoo-analytical model
m
[13]
aims to alleviate
a
the computational and time burrden, and has been developed based on tthe concepts of
o discrete
numericaal methods, suurrogate modeels and analytiical solutions.. The 3D finitte volume alteernate directio
on implicit
(3D FV ADI) model is a high-fideelity model developed for faster thermaal calculationss while still preserving
p
accuracyy (the accuracyy is similar to Crank-Nichollson method and
a the theoretical basis cann be found in [18] ).

Figure 1 Algoorithm for solvving thermal prroblem with hy
ybrid pseudo-aanalytical 3D F
FV ADI modell

V ADI model aims to comb
bine the speedd of pseudo-annalytical modeel with the
The hybrrid pseudo-anaalytical 3D FV
accuracyy of 3D-ADI FV
F model to achieve
a
fast and
a accurate th
hermal calculaations. Figuree 1 shows the algorithm
for solvinng the thermaal problem by combining thhe two modelss in a global-llocal approachh. In the hybrrid model,
the pseuddo-analytical model is usedd to solve thee heat transferr problem in the
t global dom
main while th
he 3D FV
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ADI moddel is utilized locally centreed around the laser beam. While
W
the twoo models can bbe combined in
i various
ways, thee implementaation carried out
o for this sttudy is explained below viia a validationn study with respect
r
to
commerccial finite elem
ment software..
2.2. Valiidation of Hybrid Pseudo--analytical 3D
D FVADI Mo
odel
Selectivee laser meltingg of a single powder
p
layer of
o 50 μm thick
kness is simullated for a dom
main size of 600
6 μm X
600 μm, wherein the domain
d
is proocessed by ann anti-parallel((zigzag) scannning strategy [19]. As referrence, the
problem is implementted in the com
mmercial finiite element so
oftware ABAQUS on a 100 μm cubic mesh.
m
The
m
utilizes two distinct meshing
m
strateegy, a 25 μm cubic
c
mesh foor the pseudo--analytical
implemennted hybrid model
model, annd a 5 μm cuubic mesh for the 3D FV ADI
A model. The
T thermal prroblem is firstt solved on th
he coarser
mesh witth the pseudoo-analytical model,
m
and thee results are trransferred to the
t local 3DF
FVADI modell. The 3D
FVADI model,
m
which works with a smaller time step size, is th
hen used to caalculate the tem
mperatures in
n a smaller
local dom
main around thhe laser beam
m. The results from the 3DF
FVADI modell are saved onn the finer messh as well
as transfeerred to the gllobal domain, which is thenn updated acco
ordingly.
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Figuree 2 Temperaturre distribution
n calculated by ABAQUS model (left) and hybrid
h
model ((right) for antiparallel
sccanning strategy
æ

Figuree 3 Molten and
d powder zone distribution caalculated by ABAQUS modeel (left) and hyb
brid model (rig
ght) for
antiparallel scanning
s
strateegy [ Blue- pow
wder ; Red/Yelllow – molten]
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Figure 2 shows the temperature field predicted by the ABAQUS implementation and the hybrid
pseudoanalytical-3DADI model for the antiparallel scanning strategy. For this case, the scanned area is smaller
than the modelled domain as is the case in real processing with selective laser melting. Figure 3 shows the
molten and powder zones as predicted by the ABAQUS and hybrid model respectively.

2.3. Mechanical Model
Thermo-mechanical modelling of selective laser melting has been the subject of several publications [3] [20] [4]
[21] [22] within the past half-decade with a focus on the residual stresses generated during processing and the
resulting deformations upon unloading. As the computation time involved in thermo-mechanical modelling of
SLM is usually quite large, the models often use some form of approximation to increase the speed of
computation e.g. adding multiple layers together instead of one at a time [21].
Thermo-mechanics involved during SLM can be described using elasto-plastic constitutive models while
solving the governing equations. The elastic behavior of the material being processed with SLM can be
described using generalized Hooke’s law, which describes an isotropic linear-elastic material. Due to high
temperatures involved during SLM, the process description necessitates inclusion of plasticity models. Here, an
isotropic hardening plasticity model is assumed based on von Mises flow criterion (J2 flow theory), wherein
yielding occurs when thrice the second invariant of stress deviator equals the square of the uniaxial yield
strength of the material [23].
The primary modelling technique used to simulate the mechanical problem in selective laser melting involved
applying user subroutines along with the finite element software ABAQUS. A domain of 500μm X 500μm X
50μm is chosen corresponding to the molten/re-solidified region in the above (validation) case and divided into
elements of 10μm edge length. Selective laser melting on the domain is simulated using a sequential coupling
between thermal and mechanical models. Temperature-dependent yield strength is supplied along with a
temperature and equivalent plastic strain dependent hardening parameter. UMAT is used to set up the
incremental finite element formulation with UHARD supplying the hardness parameter. USDFLD is used along
with a tanh based smoothening function to capture the transition between powder and bulk (solid or liquid)
material. The thermo-mechanical model thus formed is able to capture the thermal softening as well as strain
hardening effects. Additionally, equivalent plastic strains are reset to zero in the current implementation once
the temperature exceeds liquidus, thus allowing for stress relaxation and tracking the melt pool. Figure 4 shows
the residual stresses and corresponding deformation in the processed domain upon cooling to room temperature.

3. CELLULAR SCANNING STRATEGY OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
3.1. Cellular Scanning Strategy
One of the most successful strategies, applied as default in software accompanying SLM machines, is the island
scanning strategy. Cellular scanning strategy is an extension of the idea behind island scanning strategy wherein
instead of dividing a layer into multiple islands and processing them randomly, the layer to be produced is
divided into combination of large cells of different standard shapes and sizes which are processed using
optimized scanning strategies suitable for those cells shapes/sizes. Each such cell is further divided into smaller
cells following similar idea of division, and the division process continues till standard unit cell sizes are
reached which can be processed using scan strategies already available in literature such as anti-parallel,
parallel, spiral, etc. These selected unit cell scanning strategies are then combined in an optimized manner to
generate an appropriate sequence of processing for the next larger standard sized cell. Subsequently, the
multiple optimized scanning strategies generated can be further combined in an optimized sequence to generate
the scanning strategy for the next larger cell size. The process is better described in Figure 5 below wherein the
division of a long bar into cells is shown. The generation of cellular scanning strategy then follows a bottom-up
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approachh wherein thee optimized scanning
s
strattegies for sm
maller sized ceells form thee inputs for generating
g
optimizedd scanning strrategy at higheer cell size.

z

Figure 4 Residual streesses and deforrmation in a 5000um X 500um
m domain proccessed by selecttive laser meltiing using
antiparrallel scanning strategy

Figure 5 Dividing
D
a long bar into cellss for generatin
ng optimized ceellular scannin
ng strategy

The advaantage of usinng cellular scanning strateggy over stand
dard island sccanning strateggy is that it allows
a
for
easier opptimization as the time and effort
e
requiredd to solve a laarge problem is
i often more tthan solving equivalent
e
multiple smaller probllems. Moreover, upon optim
mizing the scaanning strateggies at a particcular cell size level, the
generatedd strategy cann often be reuused when opptimizing at the
t higher cell size level. This will be furthered
discussedd in the subseqquent section after describinng what an op
ptimized scannning strategy iis.
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3.2. Decomposing Cellular Scanning Strategy Optimization Problem
Scanning strategy is not a directly quantifiable parameter and thus the first step towards optimization is
formulating them in a quantitative manner. As the focus is on cellular scanning strategy, the optimization has
been formulated into a combinatorial problem resembling the Travelling Purchaser Problem (TPP). Travelling
Purchaser Problem is defined as the path a purchaser should take when visiting a fixed number of cities wherein
in addition to the cost of travelling between different locations, each location has a list of available goods
together with the price of each such good. The task is then to find, for a given list of articles, the route with the
minimum combined cost of purchases and traveling.
Cellular scanning strategy can be seen to resemble the travelling purchaser problem, where the unit cells
forming the processing domain are the cities/locations and the different unit cell scanning paths are the
corresponding goods at each location. The current problem, however, differs from TPP as the effect of choosing
a particular unit cell scanning path is not known a priori. Also, the current problem is asymmetric as the effect
of choosing a particular unit cell scanning path is not necessarily the same if the particular path through the
locations were to be travelled in reverse. Thus, the problem is apt to be solved as a multi-objective optimization
problem with the sequence of travelling between locations and the net effect of choosing unit cell scanning
strategies forming two objective functions to be minimized simultaneously.
Multi-objective optimization problems, however, are less trivial than single-objective optimization problems
when the objectives become conflicting and result in non-dominated pareto fronts (i.e. when one of the objective
functions cannot be improved without degrading the other objective function values). Although, it is eventually
a more apt way of tackling the cellular scanning strategy optimization problem, the work here has attempted to
split the aforementioned problem into individual single-objective problems. The intention is to develop more
efficient techniques for solving the single objective problems (as some algorithms are better tuned to solve a
particular type of problem compared to others), and subsequently combine them in a multi-level scheme. The
cellular scanning strategy optimization problem has thus been formulated into two distinct combinatorial subproblems – modified travelling salesman problem and a unit-cell selection problem (assignment problem)

3.2.1. Modified Travelling Salesman Problem
The classical travelling salesman problem (TSP) [24] is a combinatorial problem, wherein a path needs to be
determined through a given set of points in order to minimize the total path (e.g. the shortest time in which a
salesman can visit n different cities). Formulating the first sub-problem into a classical TSP would result in a
path corresponding to the shortest travel time between the different cells. As it will not draw on any processspecific knowledge, the resulting solutions might not be suitable for the larger optimization problem. More
specifically, it will not be able to capture the asymmetric nature of the problem. However, coupling a numerical
process model to the TSP while defining certain indicators for fitness based on results of the numerical model
would add the necessary process knowledge.

3.2.2. Unit Cell Selection Problem
The unit cell selection problem is formulated as an assignment problem. A classical assignment problem is best
explained with the following analogy
There are a number of agents and a number of tasks. Any agent can be assigned to perform any task,
incurring some cost that may vary depending on the agent-task assignment. It is required to perform all
tasks by assigning exactly one agent to each task and exactly one task to each agent in such a way that
the total cost of the assignment is minimized.
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A generalization of this problem involves one agent being able to perform multiple tasks and vice versa. For the
current problem, we assume the different unit cells to be the ‘tasks’ and the six scanning strategies shown in
[19] to be the ‘agents’. The cost of this assignment problem should be defined based on physical process
characteristics, as it is framed to be the more rigorous of the two optimization sub-problems. Thus, for
comparison between the different cellular scanning strategies, a dimensionless number ϴ is defined and is given
by
/σ

=(

) ∗ ( + ) /( +

)

where T
is the maximum temperature during the simulation, σ
is the maximum value of standard
deviation of temperature during simulation, V is the number of overheated zones at the end of simulation, and M
is the number of molten zones at the end of simulation. Molten or overheated zones are classified based on the
maximum value in the temperature history of the zone. More specifically,
>

>

(

≡ Molten Zone
+
2

)

≡ Overheated Zone

The process-specific perspective behind selection of the different indicators is explained in [13], and is thus not
discussed here. The usage of the Ѳ criteria as objective function for comparison of scanning strategies results in
formulating the optimization as a minimization problem.

3.3. Optimization of Selective Laser Melting
For the current study on multilevel multiscale optimization of cellular scanning strategy, a domain of 10cm X
1cm was chosen, which was divided into 40 cells of 5mm X 5mm each. Each such 5mm square cell was further
divided into unit cells of 500 μm X 500 μm which were to be processed using one of six standard scanning
paths. The processing parameters used for simulation as well as experiments are given in Table 1.
On the lowest level and scale, the optimization problem involved generation of processing sequences of the
500μm X 500μm unit cells in the 5mm X 5mm domain. The next optimization level involved selection of
scanning strategies for the unit cells for the multiple optimized processing sequences generated. Optimization at
this scale was performed iteratively between the two levels for three successive optimization runs after which
the results were carried over to the next higher scale.
On the lower level of the higher scale, the optimization problem involved generation of processing sequence of
the 5mm X 5mm cells in the 10cm X 1cm domain. Thereafter, the next level involved selection of scanning
strategies of the 5mm X 5mm cells from the results carried over from the previous scale. Similar to the previous
scale, the optimization was performed iteratively between the two levels for three successive optimization runs.
At the end of successful optimization at each scale, thermo-mechanical analysis was performed on the two
generated scanning strategies with best numerically computed fitness values to ensure the validity of the
optimization results. The limited number of thermo-mechanical simulations was due to the large computation
time associated with each such simulation. Upon completion of the optimization procedure, the generated scan
strategies were utilized to produce the 10cm X 1cm component by selective laser melting (as shown in Figure 6).
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Table 1 Processing parameters for selective laser melting with optimized cellular scanning strategy

Parameter

Values

Power

120 W

FWHM

80e-6 m

Chamber Temperature

150 C

Scan speed

800 mm/s

Hatch spacing

80e-6 m

Figure 6 Manufacturing components by selective laser melting using optimized cellular scanning strategies

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The cellular scanning strategies generated through the optimization study have been used for manufacturing
along with several control cases wherein the processing sequence is linear and/or unit cell scanning strategies
have been fixed to be parallel scanning strategy. The optimization of the cellular scanning strategies has been
aimed towards reducing the transient as well as residual stresses in components as well as resulting
deformations. However, the control cases (corresponding to a randomized island scanning strategy) might lead
to high residual stresses and localized deformations. Figure 7 shows delamination and deformations in one of the
control cases during manufacturing of the 10cm X 1cm bars wherein non-optimized temperature fields led to
high localized stress concentrations resulting in localized deformation during cooling.
A closer look at the bars manufactured using control scanning strategy and an optimized cellular scanning
strategy can be obtained in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. The surface of the bar manufactured with the
parallel scanning strategy (Figure 8) shows several areas of porosity containing unconsolidated powder particles.
It is possible to observe several flat single track features in this surface layer.
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Figu
ure 7 Deformaation upon coolling in bars maanufactured ussing control sccanning strateggy as opposed to
t no
defo
formations in th
hose manufacttured by optim
mized cellular scanning
s
strateegies

In contraast, the surfacee of the bar manufactured
m
u
using
the optimized cellulaar scanning strrategy (Figuree 9) shows
no immeediate porositiies and suggeests full consoolidation. Thee processing of
o adjacent unnit cells using
g different
scanning strategies is apparent from
m the patternss observed on
n this surface layer. The suurface generatted by the
optimizedd cellular scannning strategyy, however, has
h significant roughness ass certain unit ccell scanning strategies
can be seeen to promoote balling efffect. Nonethelless, while co
omparing the suitability off the optimizeed cellular
scanning strategy overr the control strategy,
s
it shoould be consid
dered that the objective funnctions used to
o evaluate
fitness off scanning straategies did not contain inforrmation regarrding surface roughness.
r
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Figu
ure 8 Surface of a bar producced with paralllel scanning strrategy(control case)
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Figurre 9 Surface off a bar produceed using an op
ptimized cellulaar scanning strrategy

5. CONCLUS
C
SION
A calibraated, fast, hyybrid thermal model couplled with a 3D
D finite element mechaniccal model waas used to
simulate residual stresss formation and
a deformatiions during selective laser melting. Thee resulting red
duction in
computattion time allowed numericaal model baseed optimizatio
on of the celluular scanning strategy. Opttimization
of cellullar scanning strategy wass formulated into a quanttifiable probllem, and then simplified into two
simultaneeous sub-probblems. A mulltilevel, multiscale optimization algorithhm was adoptted using a cu
ustomized
genetic algorithm
a
witth an objectivve of reducinng residual sttresses and deeformations tthrough prediiction and
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improvement of thermal markers/indicators. The resulting thermo-mechanically optimized cellular scanning
strategies were used to manufacture standard samples along with several control cases (scanning strategies). The
optimized cellular scanning strategy based components showed lower distributed levels of deformations as
compared to control cases showing higher localized deformations. Comparison of surface characteristics showed
a better consolidation in optimized cellular scanning strategy based parts albeit at a cost of greater surface
roughness brought about through balling effect in certain unit cells.
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